Solo Mode

Owning a Ranch is deﬁnitely not easy, but this year will be a particularly
diﬃcult one. The long term weather forecast predicts a year of scarcity and
multiple tornadoes; all the farmers that used to help you out have left the
countryside. You are on your own, but your cows, chickens and pigs really
need you as much as you need them. You will need to make an extra eﬀort to
make it through the worst weather conditions on your own. You will need to
keep the farm operative, the animals happy and preserve your income by
minimizing the risk of a scarce harvest.

Setup
The Seasons sheet is divided in 3 squares per season. A solo match consist of
managing your ranch for an entire season (3 matches).
Each game will consist of 24 turns. Draw a mission card and roll a die. Apply the event
for this match based on the rolled number.
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Events
1. Roll one die 4 times before starting the game. Cross over one pen ﬁeld of each
number that comes out.
2. Only one pen can breed for each breed action.
3. When rolling doubles, apply the barn eﬀect if built, then skip directly to breeding.
You cannot rescue animals or collect resources.
4. No breeding
5. When collecting resources, just get resources from one die only.
6. Roll one die and ﬁll in the turn pies based on the rolled number.

Gameplay
You will be playing a regular Rolling Ranch
match with a diﬀerent event modiﬁer for
each match.
At the beginning of the turn, ﬁll in a piece
of the pie to indicate a turn has passed.
Why pies? Because they are delicious and
you won’t forget about them.
Once the 4 pies are full, the game is over.

Scoring
For each completed mission you get one .
The victory point value of the mission cards
still applies for your ﬁnal score.
Accumulate stars based on your ﬁnal score:
80-89
90-99
100+
Write the total number of stars you got in the corresponding space.
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Season Score
After three matches, sum the total of stars you got to calculate your season score.

15

The perfect farmer

Even if you struggled throughout the season, you managed to keep up the pace, the
eﬃciency and the wellbeing of your animals on your own! You have done an amazing
job and your farm looks amazing. You deserve some rest now that the season is over!
Get 1 mission card to complete during the next season
Important: You cannot complete two identical mission cards during the same match.

13/14

The enthusiast farmer

It was an arid season. Right after the sowing, the soil was so dry it could hardly
support vegetation, but you came out with an outstanding irrigation system that
preserved the fragile sprouts that have grown incredibly tasty! You saved the season
and you have been incredibly attentive towards your animals, by keeping them
hydrated and sheltered!
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The responsible farmer (minimum score to win the season)

The season was a rainy one, but you managed to create a protection for your ﬁeld
and to bring the most delicate sprouts inside the greenhouse in time, saving the
whole harvest. Your pigs have never been so happy, as the soil is so well kept and
humid that rolling in the mud after the rain is just the best thing! You’ve done a great
job for the season!

Year Score

66

Living the Farmer’s dream

You are an award winning farmer! Your ranch has extended to the maximum of its
potential this year. It looks incredibly functional and tidy, everything is in place and
your cows are very happy to have such a big ranch to roam free. All of the animals
you’ve managed to take care of, really care for each other; it’s like a super big (and a
bit smelly) family!
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Great Achievements!

Incredible results this year! The warehouses you built are very sturdy and temperate,
and the barns are so well kept that the animals love to spend the night there and get
comfortable.
Having made it on your own has given you a sense of freedom and eﬃciency and you
are closer than ever to your animal friends, that kept you company during lonely
times.
You are very proud of yourself, and you should be!
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50/54

What a great year

You did your best and your neighbors can tell by the amazing look of your ranch!
The year is over and the last harvest ﬁnished. You deserve some rest, now that the
last season is over, sipping a boiling hot soup with your most delicious veggies,
sitting by the ﬁre, warming up, as you think about the year that has passed by,
remembering the good and the bad times. What a great year for your ranch.
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You did it (minimum score to win the year)

It’s been the most hectic year of all. Being on your own was an arduous journey that
taught you how to stand alone towards certain hostile situations.
The animals are very grateful that you’ve managed to build enough barns to keep
them all safe and comfy during the bad weather days! Overall it looks like you’ve
done well enough to keep your ranch happy and functional. You made it through a
tough year on your own, yet a few adjustments could still be made.

A proud farmer!

Share photos of your incredible
achievements by using

#rollingranch
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